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8’ 2x6 Framing (Hemlock or Pressure Treated)
8’  Cedar Deck Boards
Keyhole Anchor Plate
Corner Irons
3’x2’x12” Floats
Float Attachment Bolt Kits
Waterdepth length 3x8” Galvanized Chain
Carriage Bolt Kits #9280
20º Swing Up Swim Ladder
2’x2’x6” Concrete Anchor
Shackels
Swivel
Framing Nails
Deck Fasteners

By Seth D Meriam

Start your 8’x8’ frame on a �at surface like a concrete �oor or saw horses.  The 
two side stringers are 8’  length while the end and the inside stringers are 
trimmed down from 8’ just the thickness of your lumber on each end. This will 
be about 3” cut o� but variable based on your lumber thickness.

Put 3 framing nails (galvanized or coated) in each joint. 
My illsutration shows the nail heads.

Measure diagonal corner to corner and both should measure equal to make it 
square. Install a deck board on each end to hold it square.

Install the corner Irons as shown below.  

After installing the plugs in each �oat, �ip the frame over and install the Floats 
with the one Float Lag Kit per �oat.
Flip the frame with �oats back over and install the rest of your decking, the 
keyhole anchor plate and the ladder.

Anchor Chain is should be twice the water depth and can be dropped in the o� 
season. Run a nylon rope from the chain top to a tree on shore. The nylon will 
sink to the bottom and you’ll be able to pull your chain up the following season 
and connect it to the raft.
Order the book for more ideas and subscribe to the dock.shop youtube 
channel for more information. 


